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NOW AVAILABLE !

The New KWM
Half-Round G2!

2ND GENERATION

6" Half-Round G2
Seamless Rollformer

Run aluminum, copper, steel and
galvalume products with ease on this
redesigned Half-Round machine from KWM.
All KWM machines are backed by our
ROCK SOLID GUARANTEE:
n 3-Years Parts & Labor/Mechanical
n 1-year Parts & Labor/Electrical

DOWNLOAD
KWM’S APP!

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
www.kwmgutterman.com • Toll-free (888) 729-4290
After business hours call Ken at (815) 405-1731 or Keith at (815) 405-1729.

We’ve got you

covered!
7”

8”

With the larger gutters becoming more and more popular, we’ve got you covered with
the Clean Sweep Gutter Protection System. Now available in 7" & 8". The extra inches do
matter when it comes to a gutter’s ability to do its job. Larger rain gutters have the capacity
to handle more rainwater, which means more debris with the potential to clog gutters.
Clean Sweep's innovative gutter cover design prevents unwanted materials from entering
the gutter system.
The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System
is a gutter cover like no other. The perforated
openings provide maximum rain water flow
while restricting leaves and other debris. A
sloped rubber-based insert is weather resistant
providing added support and positive drainage.
We are the supplier to the major

For your FREE Sample of Clean Sweep and
other quality products, contact your supplier
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

manufacturers and distributors for
their fittings in their colors.

AVAILABLE IN 5”, 6”, 7” & 8”
20655 Northline Road | Taylor, Michigan 48180
734-287-8840 | 800-544-0393 | Fax 734-287-8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

ON THE COVER

// C&S Rain Gutters

Home has 6 inch half-round gutters with 4 inch round downspouts,
leader boxes with 4 inch round downspouts. Color is matte black
and S5 snow fence (guards) were installed on metal roof areas.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

W

ell, everyone I talk to is busy but, supply is still a huge issue,
as well as finding good steady help. In the last issue Derek
Chute of Hydra-Flo Guttering out of Tulsa OK, talked about
hiring and the challenges we face in this economic environment. In
this issue we talk about employee behavior and performance, supply
chain issues and what you can do to navigate this chaotic economy.
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Gutter Enterprise Forum- Talking Gutters
Gutter Enterprise is launching a forum for installers to interact with
each other to better understand their needs and concerns. GE will be
launching the forum in August and would like to get feedback as to
what the industry would like to see in the forum. We look forward to
your feedback and look ahead to engaging installers on many subject
matters. https://www.facebook.com/GutterEnterprise
The magazine will obviously still continue.
One topic that has come up in conversation has been the need for a
gutter school or some type of program that will aid the industry and
reach out to individuals who may be considering an occupation in
the gutter industry. GE looks forward to sharing ideas in the forum,
engaging installers, and furthering the industries growth.
GE Welcomes all new subscribers to the publication and looks forward
to receiving feedback from across the country.
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ARE

ROUND
DOWNSPOUTS
BETTER THAN

RECTANGULAR
DOWNSPOUTS?
PHOTO CREDIT

W

// Concord Sheet Metal of Pittsburg, CA

hich one carries more water volume or pulls water
quicker through the system?

Rectangular downspouts are more prevalent in the American
marketplace today but they haven’t always been… Why?
“Round downspouts are an "old school" pre-1950s style that
paired well with the half-round gutter. Typical metals for halfround (copper, steel (galvalume) and more popular today zinc).

BY: BRIAN MAHONEY
These coordinate with the shapes and styles of downspouts in
modern homes. Rectangle downspouts are ideal for a quick
and cost-effective solution.
Rectangular downspouts are crimped to facilitate water flow
and to help stabilize the downspout, so it doesn’t crush or
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
deform as easily.

One advantage is the elbows can be oriented in any direction
or degree without manipulating the downspout, round is meant
to go in, out, left or right.
• A 3-inch round downspout has a 7.07 square inches of
surface area.
• While a rectangular 2x3 inch has only six square inches.

We service your needs with consistent quality, workmanship and knowledge

• So, a round downspout handles more flow
Rounds transition nicely into drainpipes as they are typically
round as well.
Some disadvantages are they are more difficult to install. i.e.,
strapping can be challenging, and they are normally more expensive than the rectangular, I think because of supply and demand.
They are not nearly as common as the rectangular, at least not
in the US. Europe still uses them mostly, as well as the half-round
gutter. I personally like the look; it appears more elegant and
sturdier than aluminum.” shares Bill Moore of Gutter GuysAZ.
RECTANGLE
ProsThe rectangle shape replaced round and half-moon downspouts in the early seventies and have been around since.
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It’s part of the reason customers come back to us time after time.
Maximize your profits by decreasing your inventory.
Reduce man hours - let us fabricate, you install.
98% of our American-made products are made-to-order and are
manufactured inhouse. Our products are made from domestic metal
and custom crafted to your specifications.

Contact us today to see how we can streamline your process
and maximize your profits!
(231) 861-0050 | info@advarchsm.com | www.advarchsm.com

Compete with
Leaf Filter

Hydro Flo features...
• For use on both 5” and 6” gutters.
• Installs on top of the gutter. Works on
any roof pitch. No lifting of shingles.
• #18 stainless steel mesh filters out even
the smallest particles.
• 4’ sections for fast and easy installation.
6

Gutter Enterprise

January/February 2022

Over 45 years manufacturing quality
aluminum raingutter products.

CALL 800-877-7026

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

ConsRectangular downspouts are more likely to clog vs round. “You
are also more likely to see tears in the bottom of the gutter using
rectangular outlets or X-cuts vs oval or round. Additionally, thermal
expansion will also come into play with the downspout being
attached to the gutter and the house. Expansion and contraction
overtime will compromise your install stressing the joints. Oval
and Round will also drain better.” mentions Curt Dyer of Senox.
Rectangular outlets have sharp edges that create spots(s) were
debris can get caught on the sharp outer edges. Collected
debris over time will create blockage, obstacles that will not
allow water to flow freely through the system. Additionally,
water can back up in gutters creating any number of issues
from gutter overflowing, careening down the front of the gutter
or even worse rotting fascia and if not properly addressed
creating additional damage to the home. Any water backed up
in the gutter over time can infiltrate the homes interior causing
damage in the tune of thousands of dollars.
Yet, there are products on the market
which help minimize this issue,
such as wide mouth
downspouts which
increase outlet flow
up to 45 percent
over standard drop
outlets. With the increased flow rate,
it also allows the
gutter to flush itself
more easily from debris. Available from
Gutterworks.com
(Maxx Flo shown)
or Aquabarrel, and
SpoutOff.

Typically, rectangular downspouts are preferred because they
match contemporary home exteriors. But if you want to move
water quicker through the system a round downspout will do
a better job than a rectangular downspout. The shape of the
round downspout relative to the rectangular allows the water
to move quicker through the system. If you do a general search
for round downspout accessories, you will find all you need to
install round downspouts. Upgrade for your customers. More
profit, fewer callbacks.
According to Rock of Raingutters by Rock, “about 25 years ago
round outlet cups used to clip in, (there were 3 small bumps that
were pressed into the outlet that would pass the bottom of the
gutter, locking it in place). The bumps have since been removed
and both sizes 2 3/8 and 3 inch round downspouts just spin in
place after you cut the hole and place the cup into the gutter.
I liked using the 2 3/8 inch round downspouts as I can put two
screws into the outlet cups and from there into the gutter, The
way I install the screws in the outlet cup (they will not move).
The larger outlet cup is a bit harder to get in nice and tight, so
I just stick with the smaller round outlet. Plus, in California I do
not believe the larger round downspouts are necessary. The
only time I use a round downspout is when the architecture
of the home calls for it.”
The round spout will fit the flat bottom of the K-style gutter and has
similar capacity to handle water that the rectangular spout can.
Round downspouts/leaders are commonly used with half-round
gutters but the "drop outlets" that are cut into an aluminum K
gutter are made in square, oval and round.
ConsWhile round downspouts/gutters are attractive and help maintain the integrity of older homes, they generally cost more than
rectangular gutters, in part because the installation is trickier
and labor intensive, which drives up the cost.
TO SUM UP
“I think all would agree the half-round gutter/downspout
system is more attractive then rectangular and more functional
mentions Augustine of Classic Gutters out of Michigan and
adds, would you plumb your house with rectangular pipes?”

ROUND DOWNSPOUTS
ProsRound downspouts move water through the system utilizing
centrifugal force creating a spiral effect siphoning water in a
funnel like format, moving water quicker through the downspout
as well as, round downspouts, have fewer catch points for
debris.

Augustine goes on to say, they have seen an uptick in sales
for half-round gutters and does not see that trend going away
anytime soon.
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KWM has the 6-inch half round G2 Seamless rollformer that
runs aluminum, copper, steel and galvalume materials. (Shown)
IN CLOSING
GE does not see a move away from rectangular installs because of the price point and the fact that half-round systems
are challenging
PHOTO CREDIT
to install. Not for
KWM 6” G2 Half Round
the faint of heart.

//

Yet, half-round is
here to stay and
recently has seen
an increase in
installations.

DO’S

PHOTO CREDIT

AND

DON’TS

OF DOCUMENTING EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOR,
PERFORMANCE, AND DISCIPLINE
BY: DEREK CHUTE

I

// Worths Seamless Gutters
Derek Chute is owner operator of Hydra-Flo
Guttering out of Tulsa Oklahoma and brings
over 30 years of industry knowledge.

atmosphere where these are cultivated will
help keep employees on track.

t has rightly been said that "people" are
the most important asset of any business.
Every part of a business boils down to
people. It is certainly true of a guttering contracting company. Customer service, sales
and installation are accomplished by people.
The previous 2 articles in this series covered
the difficulties of finding great employees,
and the importance of the hiring process to
select employees that will manage themselves
professionally and perform quality work. In
this issue we take a look at the unavoidable
aspect of employee termination.

It is inevitable that problems will develop with
employees. Attendance, attitude, quality of
work, compatibility, insubordination, drug
and alcohol abuse, criminal activity are just
some of the issues that must be dealt with.
It is imperative these issues be handled in
a timely and fair manner. When neglected,
these problems grow in number and magnitude and become more difficult to overcome.
Taking the time to develop habits to prevent,
encourage, correct and discipline employees
who are failing is essential.

Terminating an employee is among the
most unpleasant tasks of managing people.
Consequently, it is imperative everything possible be done to avoid this costly event in the
life of both the employee being terminated
and the company. A good hiring process,
clear expectations and job descriptions,
proper training, open constructive communication, praise and recognition, systems
of operation, consistency and creating an

A word of encouragement… take the time to
document employee behavior, performance
and discipline. The daily grind of running
a business can lead us to put off properly
recording all events in the history of each
employee. Generally, there will be a trail of
incidents that precede needing to terminate
an employee. Documentation will be invaluable if termination becomes necessary, and
with any legal issues that might develop.

There are many good resources available on
this subject. Take the time to research and
develop your plan.
When an employee must be terminated,
having a step-by-step process can keep it
professional and in compliance with state
law. Having a protocol won't remove all the
angst but will make it better for both parties.
Once again, take the time to research, get
advice and develop a plan.
In conclusion, work hard to hire those who
are a good fit. Do everything possible to
help each employee succeed. Handle issues
that develop in a timely manner. Document
everything. And, when termination becomes
unavoidable, have procedures in place to
ensure it is done professionally.

www. gutterenterprise . com
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THE NEWEST TEAM MEMBERS IN E-Z GUTTER GUARD PROTECTION.

PREMIUM STAINLESS STEEL GUTTER GUARDS

THAT ARE TOUGH AND EASY TO INSTALL.

E-Z -LEAF
ELIMINATOR

E-Z-LEAF
DESTROYER

STAINLESS STEEL TOUGH
PREMIUM GUTTER FILTER

STAINLESS STEEL TOUGH
PREMIUM GUTTER FILTER

Water from the roof easily flows through
our uniquely designed water separator and
debris lifter.

EASY TO INSTALL!
SLIDES RIGHT UNDER THE SHINGLES.

• STAINLESS STEEL
FILTER
• CORROSION
RESISTANT
• ALUMINUM EDGES
• BEAD LOCKS

• WATER SEPARATOR
• INCLUDES STAINLESS
STEEL SCREWS
• FLEXES TO MATCH
THE ROOF PITCH

Our E-Z-Leaf Destroyer is the only stainless steel
filter, on the market, that “snaps” into standard
gutters with spring tension.

EASY TO INSTALL!
SNAPS RIGHT INTO THE GUTTER.

• STAINLESS STEEL
FILTER
• FILTER-FINE MESH
• SNAP-IN INSTALL –
THE ONLY ONE ON
THE MARKET

•
•
•
•

ALUMINUM EDGE
INVERTED ARCH
BEAD LOCKS
PROFILE SLOPES
TO SHED DEBRIS

VISIT US ONLINE AT E-ZGUTTER.COM TO SEE OUR
COMPLETE LINE-UP OF GUTTER GUARD PROTECTION.

SCAN THE QR CODE FOR MORE INFORMATION

INSTALLER PROFILE

C&S RAIN GUTTERS, LLC

S

ince 2003, local and familyowned C&S Rain Gutters, LLC
out of Greely CO. has served all
of Northern Colorado. For almost 20
years we have developed a reputation
as trustworthy and reliable experts in
the local gutter installation field. Our
customers are our best critics and tell
us we take ownership and pride in the
quality of our work. We are proud of
our very favorable Google reviews. And
our over 200 positive Facebook ratings
carry a cumulative 4.8 rating (out of 5).
This offers an accurate glance at what
C&S is about: and what our long and
loyal customers have to say about the
quality of our work.
We currently have three crews working in
the field. This number fluctuates, and can
be as high as six during our hail season
We serve both residential and commercial customers, and specialize in gutter
removal and new gutter installation;
along with gutter cleaning, and de-icing. The highest quality products that
we use are another service feature that
sets us apart from other companies in
Northern Colorado.

C&S PRODUCTS INCLUDE –
BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
•S
 now stops, Snow fences, Leader
boxes, Gutter guards;
•V
 arious gutter styles and sizes such as:
7-inch D- 5-inch, 6-inch K-Style, 5-inch
J-Style, Half rounds, and more;
•D
 ownspout options include – but are
not limited to: open face, 2x3 inches,
4x5 inches, smooth round 4 inches,
and 3 inch corrugated;
•A
 variety of colors are offered to coordinate with style and palette of a
dwelling or building. We also install
copper materials.
During severe weather we perform a
large number of de-icing services. During
our long Colorado winters we can experience hard freezing temperatures
followed by rapid snow and ice melts
once the warm sun quickly returns. This
causes massive melting and often creates
“ice dams” in gutters and, downspouts.
Without clean-out services, nighttime
re-freezing of this snow melt runoff can
cause serious injuries from slips-and-falls
on “black ice.”

Because of the stresses our climate and
vegetation can place on a guttering system, our experience tells us that all gutter
runoff channels and downspouts must
be cleaned-out periodically to prevent
clogging; which can quickly damage or
destroy an expensive gutter system. Heat
tapes are another very useful anti-ice
dam preventative we use to keep gutters
warm and properly drained.
Our total de-icing program not only insures
safety. It prevents catastrophic damage to
expensive gutter systems and helps assure
many years of four-season structural (and
building foundation) protection.
For More information contact
Abel Cisneros
Greeley, CO 80631
970.353.3190
www.candsraingutters.com

www. gutterenterprise . com
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SUPPLY CHAIN
BY: GARY BOWEN | PHOTO CREDIT: INTEKFREIGHT-LOGISTICS.COM

G

etting the right materials to the
gutter installation site has always
been a challenge. But previously
unexpected bottlenecks practically have
become the new normal for gutter and
all construction industries. Since early
2020, it’s become a grueling task for
many; often bordering on a never ending nightmare. Every stage of getting the
parts needed to install a gutter system
seems to contribute its own danger to the
goal of “getting it up and getting paid.”

“Today, portions of gutter systems are
over ordered while others are on back
order,” says Bill Moore of Gutter Guys
of Northern Arizona. “For one particular
install not long ago, I had coils, elbows,
and end caps but no downspouts.”
Moore recalled thinking that at the time
he didn’t know where he could raise
them and admits that similar situations
still occasionally occur.
Sadly, there’s not one reason for this,
but several. And all combine to create
uncertainty about when the next supply
chain surprise will happen, and when
things might get better.
HOW WE GOT HERE
We start with anxiety in the US about depending on far-flung suppliers impacting

gutter installers: across the country or in
another hemisphere.

economy less reliant on these far-away
manufacturers.

Pandemic disruptions have all or in-part
affected the efficient flow of materials
through U.S supply chains which have
not been in the best of health to begin
with, including:

But bringing those manufacturers back
by itself won’t solve the problem since
the nation’s over-stressed trucking industry’s extremely high turnover rate is one
of several bottlenecks to getting goods
and supplies around the country. As
many as 100,000 replacement drivers
due to high driver attrition is only a start.
And fuel prices are still astronomically
high. They’ll have to come down at least
40 percent before long-haul shipping
becomes more price-friendly.

• T he Russian invasion of Ukraine,
along with;
• T he resulting meteoric jump in
fuel prices;
And there’s more. To return the many
manufacturing jobs we’ve lost through
offshoring the last 20 years requires
time; since the number of factories has
steadily decreased to the point that only
one-in 10 remain. This means there
aren’t enough experienced manufacturing workers to make the goods. Nor
will there be for many years.
In addition, aluminum, long an industrial resource that was centered in the
U.S., has significantly shifted over the
last decade to the Far East – particularly
China. Other Asian countries make
nails, screws, fasteners, sealants and
other materials vital to gutter installation. Catchphrases such as “reshoring”
and “domestic supplier consolidation”
illustrate the glaring need to make our
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This has led to domestic ground shipping rates in the U.S. to rise about 23
percent this year from 2020, according
to U.S. freight payments manager Cass
Information Systems Inc. But Cass also
has some good news. Since the beginning of 2022, spot shipping rates have
fallen and longer term contract rates are
beginning to follow. Though this good
news could suggest lower rates on the
horizon, no one’s counting on it just yet.
JUST-IN-TIME SUPPLY CHAINS
LIMP ALONG
Just-in-Time (JIT) is a form of inventory
management that requires manufacturers
to work closely with their suppliers so

that raw materials arrive as production is
scheduled to begin, but no sooner than
that time. Then the finished goods arrive
at the distributor at their same ideal distribution moment. The goal is to have the
minimum amount of inventory on hand
at all levels. But when the pandemic hit,
the entire process ground to an almost
immediate halt.

TRICKLE DOWN PAIN:
BUT A HELPFUL HINT OR TWO

done, more time is devoted to product
delivery and in some cases, reallocation
of in-house workers is necessary.

Backordered supplies, and how long it
will take these products to arrive is constantly changing. This threatens scheduling, which makes it more complicated
as open-ended product delivery dates
often affect who works from day-to-day.
In order to better-assure installations get

“Since 2020, I’ve put one person in
charge of managing inventory full-time,”
says Derek Chute of Hydra-Flo in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. “In extreme cases, he might
have to jump in a truck and drive a
couple hours to pick-up parts that go on

• Everyone Runs Out of Stock 	With JIT manufacturing, few carry
as much raw material stock – a most
common issue.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

• Dependency on Your Suppliers 	Having to rely on the timelessness of
their suppliers puts you at risk of delaying your customers’ installations.
• More Planning Required 	
JIT inventory management requires
companies to consistently understand
sales trends and variances in close
detail. But when disruptions are universally experienced through all JIT supply
chains, weaknesses can be profound
and extremely difficult to address
without literally “re-booting” the entire
network from raw material provider
through the distribution network.
Pre-pandemic supply chains typically
focused on procuring raw materials and
components for the lowest cost possible,
regardless of their point of origin. The
raw materials and components may
have required longer lead times because
they sat in containers on the ocean for
weeks while en-route to their final destinations. Remember all our Christmas
gifts sitting off Los Angeles and Long
Beach harbors for weeks in late 2021?
Together with the sudden shortcomings
of JIT supply chain management, added
to all the other obstacles, explains the
great difficulty of getting construction
materials that gutter installers need to
make their living.

Want to learn more about Gutter
RX Step Up? Call today for free
samples and discount coupons!
QUALITY

The all-aluminum system
ensures you don’t have
to worry about warping
or deterioration over time.

PERFORMANCE

With ridges promoting
air flow, dry debris blows
away with a slight breeze.

INSTALLATION

Attaches to the front
and back of the gutter
providing extra strength
and durability.

SCAN TO
LEARN MORE!
Gutter RX Step Up is available in White
and Dark Bronze in 5”, 6” and 7” widths

CALL TODAY: (877) 281-2700

gutter_rx_setup_advertisement_0722_v3.indd 1

www. gutterenterprise . com
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READERS COLUMN

1

BY: BILL MOORE
OF GUTTER GUYS OF ARIZONA

“This was by far the most challenging
radius gutter installation I have ever seen
in my nearly 40 years of experience.
Here's what it looked like before gutters.
You can see the flat spots on the fascia.(1)
The fascia was so far off from being a
"true radius" that the builder had to do an
understructure that was made to fit the "true
radius" of the gutter we had Classic Gutter
Systems make for us.
Most of the time radiuses are not consistent,
Classic Gutters has to make a special fixture
(this is the reason templates are crucial, some
radiuses follow a consistent arc but many
don’t). It’s time consuming for Classic, but
necessary to achieve great results for the
client," mentions Augustine of Classic Gutters.

2

The project required us to make templates
of the actual gutter and then fit them to the
structure using a custom fabricated scaffolding system, (see photo right). The carpenters
then made a multilayer plywood nailer from
the templates, installed it and then had it
stuccoed to match the home. (2)
The gutters were professionally painted in
an auto body shop and then carefully fitted.
The system relies on the cohesive nature of
water being able to cling to a metal surface
and then fall into the gutter. (3)

3

4

We also installed a rain chain that will
drain away through an inground drain
box.(4)
Material cost for the radius part was
near $4000 and we have over 25 manhours involved.

www. gutterenterprise . com
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WHEN GETTING GOOD LEADS:
OLD SCHOOL AND NEW SCHOOL CAN HAPPILY CO-EXIST

I

n some respects, how your prospective
customers find you isn’t as important
as the fact that they DO find you. Now
you have a lead. But how you turn this
initial encounter into income generating
work is a reflection on how the two of
you interact. Then the manner in which
they found you becomes less important.
But it can still give you some clues into
the best way to bring a newbie along,
and then close them.
Much of what I just wrote above will
be covered in future installments of this
Selling Gutters series. This particular
article deals with the many channels
you can market your gutter installation
and maintenance services. Hopefully, it
will help you determine which channels
might suit you best. Just remember, whatever marketing channels you choose
require a little bit of your time (and
probably a few dollars), ideally every
day — even if it’s just five or ten minutes.

MARKET AS MUCH AS
YOU CAN AFFORD
(BOTH YOUR TIME AND MONEY)

BY: GARY BOWEN
address on it — in letters large enough
to easily read from 100 yards away at
a glance. That’s it. Don’t distract from the
basic info with cute pictures or clever slogans.” Moore wanted his to be readable
to someone flying several hundred feet
over his truck. “Sure enough one day I
actually spoke with a customer who got
my phone number off my truck while he
was flying,” Moore grins.
Then make a few yard signs, do a little
networking, hook up with a contractor
or two, “sub” for them when you must,
save your money, and figure out your
next step…
But if you don’t have that big truck
— yet, Jordon Robledos says social
media and online directories (Yelp,
Yahoo, and Google) are working just
fine for him. Robledos, who started
out in his Volkswagen Golf, has been
in business for almost five years in
San Bernardino, California.

We’ll start with “ground zero.” You’ve
got a couple of years experience and
it’s time to strike out on your own. You’ve
got a little cash and know you need to
spend some of it marketing your new
business. What do you do first?
Bill Moore of Gutter Guys in Northern
Arizona suggests to first use the obvious:
“If you have a big box truck, it’s a rolling billboard: Put your company name,
phone number and web or social media
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“I get plenty of online contacts and they’re
keeping me busy,” he adds. “But I still
need to integrate a website into my marketing. Until then, Instagram (and soon
Facebook) should take care of me just fine.”
Jordon notes that his social media involvement is not an intrusion into his time.
He checks it every day and responds
quickly. “When a customer reaches out,
you answer,” he says. Referrals are also
slowly increasing partially due to the
free maintenance visits he makes to
his install customers after they refer his
services to friends and family.
He hopes to finally have that website
built once he has the time to regularly
update it and share his knowledge by
hosting a blog – one of the best channels
for attracting new business.
There is a pair of very good reasons that
explain why.
•W
 hen you host a blog, you don’t need
to update your website content so much
to attract search engine re-visit scans.
The blog does that because search engines scan for changes in content on
your entire domain name. If you write
a new blog entry once a month, that’s
enough to make you rise in search
returns over-time (so you save a lot of
money that would have gone to an
SEO specialist).
• P eople want to do business with experts.
If you give good advice (about gutters
and “gutter stuff”) you draw interest.
And you build a following, which
boosts your referrals.

TRADITIONAL MARKETING WITH AN ONLINE TWIST
After being in the installation business for almost 20 years,
Abel and Victoria Cisneros have seen their C&S Rain Gutters
grow in Greely, Colorado. Their initial marketing relied on
yellow page ads and Valpak inserts before they tossed-up a
modest website around 2010. They got as many phone calls
as emails which yielded enough prospects, along with referrals
from happy customers, to continue steady growth for the family
business. They now manage a growing number of contacts
through Facebook, which is primarily managed by Victoria.
“We got the website mostly because every reputable business
already had one,” says Abel who was ready to stop answering
questions of why he didn’t have one. The site is pretty much
the same as it was when it was unveiled. But it still generates
leads, even though the more traditional channels in Northern
Colorado still work well: truck signs, yard signs, and Yelp.
“And though we’re getting good response from Facebook,” adds
Victoria, “our overall 90 percent satisfied customer rating in
Yelp, Angi, Google and other service directories is mentioned
by a lot of new prospects when they contact us.”
Online marketing is like gardening. Planting seeds takes less time.
And yet, when things begin to grow, more time is needed to cultivate.
But that’s when the plant bears fruit – or in this case, dollars.
You can’t do in day one what you will be able to do in year
ten. A few web pages for starters: with thoughtful content (not
too much), some pictures, an email address and phone number,
create a couple of quick ads for Yelp and Google; and you’re
in. Tie in social media (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube) if you
want younger buyers and do videos. Then, for starters, you’re
good to go! Just be ready to devote four or five hours a week
to the venture and the growth takes care of itself.

GutterWorks.com

BY FRONT STREET MANUFACTURING, INC.

DOWNSPOUT TILE ADAPTERS
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7“ Box Gutter
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QR code
888-376-6871
Seamless
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Derek Chute, owner of Hydra-Flo has served commercial and
residential customers in Tulsa and Northeast Oklahoma for 20
years. Initially, he generally followed the same path as the
Cisneros’: relying on contractors for initial stability. After a
couple of years he got a basic website to look legitimate in
the market. It generated moderate initial success

Seamless

DISTRIBUTOR PRICING AVAILABLE 5“ K Gutter
Seamless
Contact Randy: sales@gutterworks.com or 888-376-6871

ROLL FORMED SEAMLESS GUTTER & ACCESSORIES
4x5 Leader
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• Copper 16 & 20 oz
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But later, as he began to wean his company from contractors,
Chute was ready to jump-into the online world with both feet as
Seefound
more
RaytecLLC.com
he incorporated elements
in a at
well-rounded
and responsive
online presence:
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
CALL (877) 800-2500

Email Sales@RaytecLLC.com
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

•A
 n attractive, professionally-designed
and versatile website

they’re good at it; or understanding your
unique needs.

•C
 areful management of online rating
services (Yelp, Google, Angi, etc.)

Not everyone can afford this sort of commitment, and some can and choose not
to. But you can’t argue with the results if
you jump whole heartedly into the world
of online marketing. The good news is
over time, once things get rolling, it will
become more affordable.

• SEO management (for a time)
•N
 etworking with professional
web directories (manta.com,
buzzfile.com, roof.info);
•B
 oth Facebook (for his company) and
LinkedIn (for Chute personally).
“Devote the necessary time to cultivating
your social media,” he urges.
Harnessing online technologies is the
answer. But you have to dedicate your
own time, or an employee or vendor’s
time. If you outsource the work, it can involve web design, social media and tech
specialists. Be careful if you choose this
path. And get references! Just because
someone says they design doesn’t mean

FINAL THOUGHTS
Two tools you must use are an email
address that you monitor daily, and consistent participation in a social media
account (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn,
the more the better). Just like first generation “Netizen’s” (pioneer citizens
of the Internet) had websites to make
them legitimate to their potential (and
existing) customers; today’s consumers
prefer social media and texting (with
email) due to Smartphones/pads.

In our world, word-of-mouth referrals are
vital at generating installation business.
But nowadays, online conversations and
ratings are the new millennium’s word-ofmouth referrals. Unlike real-life word-ofmouth, which disappears after the referral,
positive online reviews and testimonials
live on forever and encourage prospects
to trust you. Encourage happy customers
to rate you. And offer them some sort of
inducement for a good one.
According to a survey by Builder Funnel
(a marketing agency that serves small
construction companies) over 86 percent
of all construction businesses report using
social media as part of their marketing
strategy. When asked how often construction companies post to social media,
the majority (over 69 percent) reported
posting at least once a week or more; and
over 10 percent of respondents post daily.

Hidden in shadow line
Sold in over 40 states...it works!
Made out of 6063 alloy aluminum
Don't be fooled- Bumpers collapse!
Works in any application of slanted fascia
Available in

s': 6': half round and 1 x2 application

THE STRONGEST GUTTER WEDGE ON THE MARKET!
trussinc.com trussgutterproducts.com
(888)724-6329
®

Watch it work!

G utter Protection System
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WHAT IS YOUR
REPUTATION WORTH?
BY: BRIAN MAHONEY

I

have found over the years that quality and quantity
are interesting yardsticks to measure life by. Let’s ask
for the sake of conversation: Is the quality of friends
more important than the quantity?

AMERICAN GUTTER SUPPLY
Accessories Ship Same Day!
FREE Shipping on $100+

Don’t Break The Bank! We Oﬀer The
Same Heavy Duty #12 Screw In Our
Hangers For A Frac�on Of The Cost!

Take Advantage of
Our LOW Prices
With Bulk Buys!
Discounts Really
Add Up!

Leaf Blaster In Stock! Call For A Quote!
Don’t Cut Saddles!
It’s A Waste Of Your Time!
2X3,3X4,4X5
Saddles are inexpensive, easy
and sturdy op�on to secure
downspouts to the structure

It's certainly, something to mull over or a good life
lesson question. Do you measure the quality of your
life by the quantity or number of friends you have? Or
is the quality of the friends you have more important
than the number of them?
Certainly quantity, when it comes to money is a good
thing when measured properly and the overall impact
it may have on family, friends and your life. What
you do with your winnings matters. What you do in
business matters.
I bring this topic up because there are so many gutter
accessories to choose from: hangers, end caps, screws,
outlets, gutter covers, miters, and so on: and so many
different manufacturers of the same product. Everyone
boasts theirs is the best. Does it save you money (you’ve got
to love competition!) It’s a dance between what products
are available, and what we are willing to pay; since we
all need to make a profit as we chase the mighty dollar.
But on the other hand…
Is the quality of installs more important than the quantity?
When you measure the quality of your installations,
are you concerned about profit or workmanship? Is
the quality of the products you use most essential? Is
your installation first-rate? Is it imperative your customer
brag about his great, sturdy, built-to-last with the best
products gutter system; that it makes little difference how
much he paid for it? This customer’s crowing is likely
to produce plenty of word-of-mouth referrals; and work
from like minded others who also hire you based on
VALUE, not price.
Your customer will thank you and your wallet… in the
long run will thank you; and aren’t we all in it for the
long haul.

NEW PRODUCT!!

E-Z LEAF DESTROYER
Premium Stainless Steel

Geocel & Ruscoe
White, Clear and Gray

Buy Two Cases And
SAVE!

Leaf Destroyer is the only stainless
steel ﬁlter on the market that
“Snaps” into standard gu�er with
spring tension.
4 FT Sec�ons/100FT per box
Available in 5” & 6”

CALL TODAY! 319-465-6655

Set Yourself Apart From The Compe��on!

www.gu�ermaterials.com

Sell a micromesh and you’ll stand
apart from the competition.
Sell patented CopperCare™
anti-moss micromesh and you’ll
have no competition.

Call/Scan to find out why!
klean
gutter
®

uard

Leaf G

MicroMeshGutterGuards.com

1-855-971-5683

©2022 MicroMeshGutterGuards.com. All rights reserved.
Patents: micromeshgutterguards.com/gutter-guard-patents/

HANGERS & SCREWS:

SIMPLICITY &
CONSISTENCY

RULE!

“BE QUICK. BUT DON’T HURRY”

T

his thought was one of the many
wonderful observations on life and
work uttered by legendary NCAA
basketball coach John Wooden. The
only thing that eclipsed his stellar reputation as a 10-time NCAA Championship
basketball coach at UCLA was his personal character, which won him even
more admirers even after his death in
2010 at age 99. If you have never
heard of his “Pyramid of Success,” you
owe it to yourself to Google it.

“Be quick but don’t hurry,” also applies
to selling anything, including gutters and
yourself, which is what you’re really doing.
All who sell services sell themselves because
you’re asking your prospects to trust you.
How do we persuade someone who
has never met us before that first sales
meeting or talk on the phone? We
can’t. But by always communicating
simply, consistently, and truthfully, we
can gently influence a prospect – who

is already talking with us because we
have something he or she wants – we
can win them over.
For the rest of 2022, Gutter Enterprise
will turn some of our attention to the
installation sales process. This issue
explores the lead-gathering process for
your services. Everyone gets their leads
and then turns them into paying customers differently. We’ll tackle the benefits
of the various lead generation channels,
some combinations, and what’s involved
in getting leads and cultivating them into
good ones. But I’m taking a couple of
minutes to share a few clues to sales
success that you won’t find in the article.
Keep things simple: You start by helping
prospects get to know you, before they
are even aware of your gutter installation
powers. Whether someone calls you
on the phone, or sees a yard sign in
front of a nice home with a new set of
gutters, or contacts you through your

Downspout & Elbow
Forming Machinery
*Rectangular 2x3, 3x4 or 4x5
*Round 3" or 4"
*Square 2-5/8" or 3-1/4"
*Downspout, Elbow & Offsets
from the same automated machine

Buy & Sell Used Equipment - Call for a Quote
Skyline Enterprises, Inc.- 303-744-3233 - nrich@skyline-us.com
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BY: GARY BOWEN

Facebook page or website, be consistent.
And respond QUICKLY: the same day is
strongly recommended!
Regardless of your online domain name
(yourfirm.com, your Facebook page)
everything should match-up: email
address, domain name, whatever. It
all involves your name and by association, your company, your reputation.
If you’ve had several different email
addresses over time, get rid of the old
ones and standardize. Don’t confuse
your prospects with a multitude of online
identities. Only one will do – BEST!
Communicate your reliability: Steady is best.
Sometimes that’s hard to do in the service
business. Manufacturers, suppliers, gas
prices, worker availability, a lot of things
are in a state of flux. Sometimes we feel
like everything is falling around our ears.
Pity the poor customer caught in the
same vise. Recognize that homeowners
are being pulled in so many different
directions today: from the mundane, dayto-day tasks of working, to paying bills,

to chauffeuring kids, to soccer practice
and piano lessons, to deciding on what
fix it (or gardening) project needs doing
next. Tasks are coming out their ears.
Then they look at the gutters and see that
something must be done: but probably
not exactly what – or the actual reasons
why. It just “looks” like a problem.
Here’s your first opportunity to create
an oasis in their mind as far as their
gutter problems are concerned. Show –
by your actions and words – how your
steady presence, your expert knowledge
and reliable service eliminates this customer’s problem.
Don’t “hurry” to tell them the truth:
Offering up “you need” too soon, without asking at least five (or more) questions about “why” they need an install,

makes most sales prospects suspicious
and untrusting. It suggests that all you’re
interested is getting their money, not
solving their problems. By asking solid,
well-considered questions that get to
the heart of their needs, their answers
allow you to share examples of the entire package of important features and
benefits to your installation services. Just
do it in slow, small,
digestible bites that
are easy for the prospect to grasp.

be “hurried” into making a decision
and paying a deposit. When they feel
comfortable, that checkbook or credit
card will jump out of their pocket. .
Be quick (honest and responsive to their
needs). But don’t hurry. It’s the simple,
easy and consistent avenue to quality
sales results.

This prospect, by
asking you to come
out and look at the
problem, hopes for
a “quick” solution:
but doesn’t want to

www. gutterenterprise . com
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CREATING A

DEFENSIBLE SPACE

W

atching the news during fire
season can be troubling
and depressing, especially
for those that live in and near wildfire
areas. By working with other contractors,
homeowners, and local officials, we
can lessen fire risks and minimize fire
damage through the use of approved
materials and defensible spaces.

What is a defensible space, National
Fire Protection Association, Woodland
Urban Interface, Federal Emergency
Management Association and how do
they affect the gutter industry? How can
we better help homeowners to defend
their property from wildfires?
Over 70,000 wildfires burn an average
of 7 million acres annually. Building codes,
fire codes, wildland codes that address
wildfire mitigation have become standard
language of West Coast contractors in
recent years. Who is making these rules
and what do they actually mean?
Defensible spaces act as a buffer zone
between a structure and the vegetation that will quickly become fuel to a
wildfire. Keeping tree limbs 10’ away
from buildings and only planting
trees 30’ away from the structure are
recommended practices. Making sure
that building materials are fire-resistant

including gutters and gutter covers are
a must. While common sense in these
fire areas, fire-resistant gutters and gutter
covers are quickly becoming required by
Authorities Having Jurisdictions (AHJ).

The National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) requires “roof gutters, downspouts, and connectors shall be noncombustible, and roof gutters shall be covered with an approved noncombustible
means to minimize the accumulation
of debris” 1140.25.3.2. While NFPA
standards have no regulatory authority
on their own, many AHJs have adopted
this standard.
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) applies
where the AHJ has implemented the
code and addresses the transitions areas
between structures and undeveloped
wildlands. “Gutters and downspouts
shall be constructed of noncombustible
material. Gutters shall be provided with
an approved means to prevent the accumulation of leaves and debris in the
gutter.” Chapter 5- 503.4. Did you know
that California, Texas, Florida, North
Carolina, and Pennsylvania have the
greatest number of houses in the WUI?
The Federal Emergency Management
Association (FEMA) recommend that vinyl or plastic gutters and gutter guards
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are not used as they will melt and distort
during a fire, quickly detach and fall
to the ground. The debris and combustible gutter material will continue to
burn, igniting any combustibles (mulch,
vegetation, wood piles) and potentially
any combustible siding. Ensuring that
gutter guards are designed to not hold
debris and are frequently cleaned is
also best practice. FEMA works with
communities across the country to mitigate and rebuild after natural disasters.
Communities often must adopt FEMA
standards after disasters to receive funding for rebuilding.
How do you know what the regulations are? Individual jurisdictions have
adopted different standards and some
municipalities have adopted stricter
standards than their peers. Contacting
a local code enforcement officer or fire
marshal is the safest course of action.
Using proper material and properly designed fire-resistant gutter guards can
help to ensure a defensible space and
peace of mind.
After the fire, gutter guards, gutters
and downspouts should be check and
repaired for any damage and distortion.
Fire-resistant doesn’t equal fire proof
and a defensible space is designed to
remove the sources of fuel from around
a structure not totally prevent damage
from a fire.

BY: TINA HART
OF IDAHO CUSTOM RAIN GUTTERS

GUTTER-CON SHOW
O

ver the years I’ve had so many
questions about gutters, our gutter company and have found
those answers in Facebook Gutter groups.
A place where we could share ideas, information, and answers to some of the
same questions. While connections on
social media platforms are supportive,
there was still so much distance between
the gutter community.
Luckily for us, a spark was lit inside one
of our social media community members
who knew getting together should be the
next step for camaraderie and growth
for our gutter businesses.

Thankfully, Bren VanderZwaag had the
foresight and started to get to work
planning for the first Gutter-Con. I can’t
even go into details on how much time
and sacrifice Bren and his family gave
to get the ball rolling. And rolling it is!

Bren and his family put together our
first Gutter-Con and it was one for the
records! The energy and enthusiasm that
was experienced in Denver this year was
very positive and informative.

other hurdles in the industry. There were
moments of clarity when we really talked
about our numbers and knowing how to
change them. All valuable tools for us to
take back home and implement.

With a thorough speaker line up, arranged by Bren, we had knowledgeable
speakers who shared their expertise on a
wide variety of topics for us to learn and
glean every particle to better ourselves
and our businesses.

Ultimately the goal was to meet face to
face, tap into that one-on-one synergy
in the gutter industry, make new friends
and walk away with insight on how to
fix problems or how to market our companies better.

We were edified with hearing how we
can better use our current softwares, how
crucial it is to know our numbers, whether
it's a CRM or that we can add additional
drawing software to help us shine and
better communicate with our customers
and serve our respective communities.

The hockey suite, the concert at the Red
Rock amphitheater, the party bus and
the evening social hours really brought
us all together!

We also were able to link arms, so to
speak and learn how to work around
pricing, supply and demand issues and

Either way some of the best takeaways
and memorable moments from this
Gutter-Con will last in our memories
forever, to be connected and hopefully
rival memories to come from future
Gutter-Cons.

Use This Promo Code BIGSUMMER25

Made in USA

GET $25 off • LIMITED TIME ONLY

THE

GUTTERSLING

TM

A PROFESSIONAL TOOL

GutterSling
is the first tool
designed to help you
install gutters from 35’, 45’, 55’ or longer,
a crew is not needed. Install your own
gutters and put dollars in your pocket.
Order your GutterSling today and start

being more productive
and profitable. Call (856)
874-0706 or visit us at
guttersling.com.
At checkout add this promo
code to get $25 off. Buy
the GutterSling at a special
price $299. Order now.
Watch the video
Guttersling

A Product You Can Hang Your Name On.

Complete water-seal design
Stronger than metal & vinyl hangers
Maintains shape. No sagging gutters!

Learn more: www.Skyhookhangers.com
Email: info@skyhookhangers.com
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MANUFACTURE PROFILE

DIAMOND BACK

GUTTER COVERS INC.

W

e are the home of the world’s
fastest gutter cover: designed
by Dan Feldhaus, owner/installer since 1976, developed Diamond
Back products; knowing the TRUE cost of
a low-quality product and the aggravation
of callbacks. Quality products designed
by an experienced installer help BUILD
your business. Our product line increases
closing ratios for gutter installers which
improves repeat customers’ business.
In 2009 we transitioned from a retail
installation business to manufacturing
after obtaining our “Z Bend” patent. Our
product line has no roof interruption, is

effective, affordable and easy to install.
Each Diamond Back Gutter Cover is
made by hand in the USA by our employees. When calling our office, you actually
speak with someone with experience: not
just a “sales person.” One thing we do
which is unique that most companies do
not, is pay 100 percent of healthcare
benefits for our employees.
We are a total family owned and operated business. All products are manufactured in-house and are designed for one
man to install 500 feet in a day. We sell
only to contractors. Our products are not
available on the retail market.

■ Standard

■ Reverse/Standard

■ “Z” Bend PATENTED

■ Screw Edge–Under Shingle
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Our extensive product line covers all
possible gutter cover solutions, does not
interfere with roofs, and is available in
three distinct profiles (Z bend, Reverse/
Standard and Standard). All are designed for low profile applications and
come with a lifetime material warranty.
BLACK ON BLACKProduct specs: 22- gauge steel base with
powder coated black aluminum screen.
Diamond Back’s Black on Black product
is a combination of expanded metal base,
powder coated then topped with an aluminum 18 mesh screen for superior performance. Coupled with Z-bend- Pressure
fit technology installation is quick and
easy. For use with all roof types, including
slate, shake, tile and metal.

STAINLESS STEEL PINE NEEDLE-

Product Specs: 24—Gauge Steel
Finish with Black Powder Coated Steel

have changed to selling by the box only.
This streamlines shipping and keeps
costs down. We now must order raw
materials several months and – in some
cases – even years in advance to assure
consistent production. This also allows
us to continue producing a high-quality
product. Such pre-ordering practices
were not the case before the pandemic.

Diamond Back’s Tiny Hole product is
ideal for ALL homes. The Tiny Hole design keeps most debris out of the gutter.
Tiny Hole “SCREW EDGE” pressure fit
design can be installed under the first
row of roofing. Available in “Z” Bend”,
“Screw Edge” and “Standard”.

And due to overburdened supply chains,
we encourage our customers to purchase
larger quantities, when possible, to
maintain consistent inventory within their
facilities. Shipping is free with Diamond
Back Covers and installers are encouraged to take advantage of the savings.

As a result of the pandemic, first and
foremost, we encourage our employees
to put their health and safety first. We

Diamond Back Gutter Covers operates
its business knowing the TRUE cost of
lower-quality products. Our goal is to

Product Specs: .040 Aluminum
Expanded Metal Base that is topped
with a stainless micro mesh screen for
superior performance.
TINY HOLE BLACK

put high-quality materials in our contractor/customer’s hands. This lasts on
their customer/ homeowners’ homes
for generations and lower’s contractor
service calls.
For more information:
Call 877-742-4240 or email dbguttercovers@gmail.com. Visit us online at
www.diamondbackguttercovers.com
and order your free contractors starter kit.

Scroll Bar Bracket & Classic Bar Bracket
8”, 6” & 5” Copper, Aluminum & Steel
New Heavy Duty 1 1/4 ” x 3/16”
Also Extreme Duty 1 1/2” x 3/16”
The strongest on the market
Roof Mount Bar Brackets also available

Radius Gutter available
in Half Round 8”, 6”, 5”
K-Style in 7”, 6”, 5”

ClassicGutters.com
(269) 665-2700

Copper, Mill Finish
Aluminum &
Galvalume
Custom
profiles
available.

Plain Rib Cast Fascia Bracket
Shown with Cast Wedge for
Angled Fascia, available in
45º, 37.5º, 30º, 22.5º, 15º & 7.5º
Over 30 different styles of
Cast Fascia Brackets available
Streamline
Cast Fascia Bracket
Cast Fascia Brackets
available in 8", 6" & 5"
Brass & Aluminum

108”~o~orr~132”Secti
ectioons

New!
45º

37.5º

30º

22.5º 15º 7.5º

Open Curl
Cast Fascia Bracket
Aluminum Cast
Fascia Brackets available in
3 Powder Coated Colors: White,
Dark Bronze & Galvalume-Hue

Stamped Fascia Bracket 8”, 6” & 5”
Available in .050 Copper, Galvalume,
13 Aluminum Colors in .063 Aluminum

Half Round Reverse Bead Spherical End Cap
Installs left or right
8”, 6” & 5” Copper & Aluminum

Cast Wedges for Angled Fascia
Downspout Brackets also available in 5”, 4” & 3”

The Only Half Round Reverse Bead
Spherical End Cap in The Gutter Industry!

www. gutterenterprise . com
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INDUSTRY DIRECTORY
Advanced Arch. Sheet Metal & Supply
www.advarchsm.com

Liberty Seamless Machinery
www.libertyseamless.com

American Gutters
www.guttermaterials.com

MicroMeshGutterGuards.com
www.micromeshgutterguards.com

Barnett Valley Controller
www.barnettsvalleycontroller.com

Raytec Manufacturing LLC
www.raytecllc.com

Classic Gutter Systems, LLC
www.classicgutters.com

Petit Tool
www.petittool.com

Cleveland Heat Cable
www.clevelandheatcable.com

Ralph Wilhelm
Seamless Spouting Inc.
www.wilhelmspouting.com

Diamond Back Gutter Covers
www.diamondbackguttercovers.com
E-Z Gutter Guard Protection
www.e-zgutter.com
EZ Miter
www.ezmiterguttertemplate.com
GPI Gutter Products
www.gpigutterproducts.com
GutterSling
www.guttersling.com
Gutter Supply
www.guttersupply.com
Gutterworks Manufacturing, Inc.
www.gutterworks.com
Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
www.hancockent.com
KWM Gutterman, Inc.
www.kwmgutterman.com

Ruscoe Company
www.ruscoe.com
SkyHook Hangers
www.skyhookhangers.com
Skyline Enterprises. Inc
nrich@skyline-us.com
The Only Four-Season Roof &
Gutter Protection
www.allweatherarmour.com
The Royal Gutter & Drain Supply
www.royalguttersupply.com
The SpoutOff Rain Gutter Company
www.thespoutoff.com

AD INDEX
Advanced Architecture ...............2
American Gutter Supply ...........15
Classic Gutter Systems, LLC ..... 21
Diamond Back
Gutter Covers Inc. ............... Insert
E-Z Gutter Guards .....................6
EZ Miter Gutter Template ..........16
GutterSling .............................19
Gutterworks Mfg. Inc ...............13
GPI Gutter Products ...................9
Hancock Enterprises ........... A, BC
MicroMeshGutterGuards.com ...15
KWM ................................... IFC
Liberty Seamless Machinery .....18

Truss Gutter Products
www.gutterflash.com

Raytec Manufactuing ...............10

US Aluminum
www.usaluminuminc.com

Ruscoe ...................................13
SkyHook Hangers ...................19

UPCOMING ISSUES

Skyline Enterprises, Inc ............16
Truss Inc ................................14

SEPTEMBER 2022
Theme Feature ............................................................... Diversification: Is It For You?

US Aluminum............... 3, 17, IBC

Profile..................................................................... Installer & Manufacturer/Supplier
Technical Article........................................................................... Tools of The Trade
Departments .................................................. Industry News, Tool & Product Reviews

NOVEMBER 2022
Theme Feature .......................................................... Industry Technology & Software
Profile..................................................................... Installer & Manufacturer/Supplier
Technical Article...................................................................................... Marketing
Departments .................................................. Industry News, Tool & Product Reviews

To continue to receive Gutter Enterprise all year long! A
Bi-Monthly publication for the seamless Gutter Industry.

scan the

QR code to subscRibe

SUBSCRIBE ON-LINE
www.gutterenterprise.com/subscribe
send your product announcements or news releases to

brian@gutterenterprise.com

We truly appreciate the companies who have put their faith in Gutter Enterprise.
We welcome our new advertisers! Thank you for your belief that our magazine will benefit the entire industry.
This is your publication and an opportunity to grow sales, industry awareness and exposure to over 7500 subscribers nationally.

Prevents leaves, pine
needles, seeds and debris
from clogging your gutters!

Steel Powder Coated Screen

UltraFlo Small Hole

UltraFlo MicroX

• Step down design
• Less than 1/16 inch openings

• Small hole steel screen
• Available in regular or step down
• Less than 3/16 inch openings

Small hole
step down

Small hole

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026

We pay the freight on any order over $100!

Say Goodbye

Dirty Hangers,
Dirty Hands
& Dirty Gutters

to

Double Rib - 5” & 6”

Elite - 5” & 6”

Ultra Maxx - 5” & 6”
Speed Screw - 5” & 6”
I
N
C

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!

YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW TRY THE

BEST

A GUTTER PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT ACTUALLY WORKS
The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System is a gutter cover like
no other. The perforated openings provide maximum rain water
flow while restricting leaves and other debris. A sloped rubberbased insert is weather resistant providing added support and
positive drainage.
The extended front end of the
Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter
Corner provides an enlarged
catch basin, directing water
away from the front edge and
channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overflowing.
The extensive line of gutter
hangers includes M-Hook, Quick
Release and Hefty Hidden Hangers
for installations that are fast,
straight and secure.
We are the supplier to the major manufacturers and distributors for their
fittings in their colors.

For your FREE Samples of these
products, contact your supplier
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734.287.8840 | 800.544.0393 | Fax 734.287.8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

